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A novel fiber design of large mode area (LMA) all-glass leakage channel fibers (LCF) with triangular core is
proposed. The effective single mode behavior and bend characteristics of the fiber are numerically
investigated. The designed LCFs can achieve LMA larger than 1400 μm2, effective single mode operation and
low bend loss by carefully choosing the diameters of the fluorine-doped silica rods.
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1. Introduction

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) having axially running air holes (for
holey PCF) or doped silica rods (for all solid PCF) along the fiber axis,
have demonstrated versatile design flexibilities and applications in
telecommunications and sensing technology [1,2]. The pioneering
research works reported the flexible control of optical properties of
PCF through structure engineering, such as group velocity dispersion
(GVD) [3–5], birefringence [6,7], nonlinearity [8,9], single-mode
single-polarization [10,11], quasicrystal PCF with extended photonic
bandgap for low loss transmission [12–14], and large mode area
(LMA), etc. LMA fibers, being able to significantly suppress undesired
nonlinear effects and thus offer a higher damage threshold in the
fiber's material, are suitable for applications of high power fiber
amplifiers and lasers, or high power delivery in the case of passive
fibers. By reducing the numerical aperture, the multi-mode behavior
is suppressed in such large core fibers. However, the core diameters in
LMA fibers are either limited by the onset of the multimode behaviors
in standard fibers up to ~30 μm [15,16], or by significant increase in
bending loss which is experienced by photonic crystal fibers (PCFs)
[17]. Therefore, single mode operation and low bending loss
characteristics are important considerations to design LMA fibers.
Prior experimental studies have demonstrated that PCFs exhibit
broader singlemode operationwhile maintaining the large mode area
and low bending loss [18]. While strict single mode operation can be
difficult to realize in LMA fibers, such as leakage channel fibers (LCFs)
in which the guided modes are inherently leaky [19,20], the
confinement loss of different modes can be controlled and engineered
independently by tuning the geometry of the fiber, i.e. higher order
modes are substantially attenuated while fundamental mode is low
enough. For example, the all-solid LCFs designed by Saitoh et al. used
the effective single mode condition which require the fundamental
mode loss lower than 0.1 dB/m, and the second order mode loss larger
than 1 dB/m [21]. The core region of the LMA PCFs or LCFs can be
formed by single pure silica rod, or more than a single solid rod [22].
Saitoh et al. investigated a design of LMA all-glass LCFs with a core
region formed by seven pure silica rods [21]. Mortensen et al.
demonstrated the enhancement of mode area of 30% in PCF with a
triangular core formed by three solid rods compared with the single-
rod PCF, while having similar attenuation spectrum [23]. It should be
noted that compared to LCFs with an array of air holes around the core
region, all-solid LCFs with fluorine-doped silica rods surrounding the
core region allow easier fabrication and usage in ways similar to
conventional optical fibers.

In this paper, we design an all-glass LCF having a triangular core
formed by three neighboring pure silica rods, and surrounded by
fluorine-doped silica-glass rods. We numerically investigated the
single mode behavior of the LCF with sufficient differential mode loss
using a commercial software package (Mode solutions, Lumerical).
The influence of the geometry parameters including the pitch and the
normalized rod diameter on the effective mode area and the
confinement loss are calculated and analyzed in detail. The simulation
results suggest that the designed LCF structure exhibits LMA, low
bend loss comparable to the previous designed and fabricated LCFs
[19–21]. Furthermore, our design has no intrinsic birefringence due to
the threefold symmetry.

2. Structure of all-glass leakage channel fiber with triangular core
and simulation results

The LCFs with triangular core are shown in Fig. 1. For the
simulation, the background material is pure silica with a refractive
index n0=1.444. The formation of a core defect can be achieved by
adding a high-index region (for index-guiding PCF), or other low-
index material (for photonic bandgap fiber), or manipulating the
cladding region with Germanium or Fluorine [24]. In this paper, the
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of all-glass LCF formed by fluorine-doped silica glass rods
surrounding the triangular core. The fluorine-doped silica glass rods (a) have the same
diameter d, and (b) have different diameters d0, and d1. The pitch is Λ.
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triangular core is formed by three neighboring silica glass rods. The
fluorine-doped silica glass rod has the spacing, or pitch Λ, and the
diameter d in Fig. 1(a), and two different diameters d0 and d1 in Fig. 1
(b). The index contrast between the pure silica glass and the fluorine-
doped silica glass rod Δn=n0−nF=0.0012. The wavelength of the
simulation is 1.05 μm, the loss is expressed in decibels per meter.

In this work, we employ the mode loss requirement which is used
in [19] for LMA all-solid LCF design of effective single mode operation,
i.e. the confinement loss of the fundamental loss CLfundb0.1 dB/m, and
the confinement loss of the second order modes CL2ndN1 dB/m. The
effective mode area Aeff=1400 μm2 is used as a reference for
illustration of LMA.

Fig. 2 shows the contour plot of the effective area of the
fundamental mode of the LCF depicted in Fig. 1(a), as a function of
parameters of the rod spacing Λ, and the relative rod diameter d/Λ.
Generally speaking, the effective area becomes larger as Λ increases,
and d/Λ decreases. The reference value Aeff=1400 μm2 is denoted by
the white line. The effective single mode operation conditions are
denoted by solid black and dashed black curves, representing
CLfund=0.1 dB/m and CL2nd=1 dB/m, respectively. As the CL of all
modes decreases as the value of d/Λ increases, and the solid curve lies
above the dashed curve, it is not possible to satisfy the effective single
mode condition using the LCF structure depicted in Fig. 1(a). Similar
results were obtained in the seven-cell core LCF with the fluorine-
Fig. 2. Contour plot of the effective area of the fundamental mode as a function of the
rod spacing Λ, and the relative rod diameter d/Λ. The white line denotes
Aeff=1400 μm2. The conditions of CLfund=0.1 dB/m and CL2nd=1 dB/m are denoted
by solid black and dashed black curves, respectively.
doped silica rods of the same diameter reported in [21]. It should be
noted that different core designs can vary the performance of the LCF
[22]. Comparatively, the triangular core LCF structure can be modified
so that the fluorine-doped silica rods have two different diameters as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Notice that as the modified structure retains
threefold symmetry, i.e. the symmetry order is higher than 2, the
effective indices of the fundamental modes do not have intrinsic
polarization dependence [25]. In Fig. 3, we plot the effective area of
the fundamental mode of the modified triangular core LCF as a
function of d0/Λ and d1/Λ. The Λ is fixed at (a) 29 μm, and (b) 28 μm.
There are a few observations. First, the white line denoting the
reference value Aeff=1400 μm2 moves down as Λ decreases from
29 μm to 28 μm. Second, the loss condition CLfund=0.1 dB/m and
CL2nd=1 dB/m curves have intersections, indicating the possibilities
of achieving effective single mode operation in the modified LCFs in
the regions marked by the eclipses. In these regions, we can
simultaneously obtain effective single mode operation and LMA
larger than the reference value Aeff=1400 μm2. A qualitative
comparison of the operating zone between the results reported in
[20] and ours can be made as follows. Since the seven-cell core design
reported in [20] requires a smaller pitch to achieve the same mode
Fig. 3. Contour plot of the effective area of the fundamental mode of the modified
triangular core LCF as a function of d0/Λ and d1/Λ. The Λ is fixed at (a) 29 μm, and
(b) 28 μm. The white line denotes Aeff=1400 μm2. The conditions of CLfund=0.1 dB/m
and CL2nd=1 dB/m are denoted by solid black and dashed black curves, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Contour plot of the effective area of the fundamental mode of the modified
triangular core LCF as a function of Δn and d0/Λ. The Λ is fixed at 28 μm. The ratio
d0/d1=1.15. The white line denotes Aeff=1400 μm2. The conditions of CLfund=0.1 dB/
m and CL2nd=1 dB/m are denoted by solid black and dashed black curves, respectively.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the simulated LCF and the fundamental mode for bend orientation
30° (left) and 90° (right), bend radius is 20 cm.
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area, we use Λ=20 μm and d1/Λ=0.95 (the relative diameter of the
larger rod) for the reported fiber structure for consideration. The d2/Λ
(the relative diameter of the larger rod) range which satisfies both the
effective single mode guidance and LMA is approximately 0.8–0.81 for
LCF7-2, and 0.8–0.805 for LCF7-3. LCF7-2 and LCF7-3 are two
proposed structures in the reported work in [20]. For the triangular
core LCF presented in this work, we use Λ=28 μm and d0/Λ=0.9 (the
relative diameter of the larger rod), the operating zone for d1/Λ (the
relative diameter of the smaller rod) is 0.77–0.8 as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Therefore, the present design of the triangular core all solid LCF can
have a broader operating zone in terms of rod diameter tuning range
which satisfies the requirements of LMA larger than 1400 μm2 and the
effective single mode guidance simultaneously.

Another observation is that the value of d0/Λ is larger than d1/Λ in
the effective single mode operation region. Therefore, to investigate
the effect of the refractive index contrast Δn, we set the ratio
d0/d1=1.15 and Λ=28 μm. The contour plot of the effective area of
Fig. 5. Bend loss of the fundamental mode of the simulated LCF as a function of bend
radius. The fiber structure parameters are: Λ=28 μm, d0/Λ=0.9, d1/Λ = 0.78, and
Δn=0.0012. The bend orientation varies from 0° to 90°.
the fundamental mode of the modified LCF with varying Δn and d0/Λ
is shown in Fig. 4. The CLfund=0.1 dB/m curve lies below the
CL2nd=1 dB/m curve, therefore, the effective single mode condition
can be satisfied by selecting the parameters corresponding to the
regions enclosed by the two curves.

Next, the bending loss of the fundamental mode of the modified
LCF is calculated as a function of the bending radius and shown in
Fig. 5. The simulation is carried out using a commercial software
package (Mode solutions, Lumerical). The fiber structure parameters
are: Λ=28 μm, d0/Λ=0.9, d1/Λ = 0.78, and Δn=0.0012,
corresponding to the structure denoted by the solid star in Fig. 3(b).
The bend orientation of 0° and 90° is shown in the inset of Fig. 5. As
can be seen in Fig. 5, the orientation with respect to the bending plane
plays an important role in determining the bending loss, and the bend
loss curves with different bend orientation differ notably. Due to
uneven diameters of the rods in the triangular structure, the lowest
bend loss curve corresponds to the bend orientation of 30°, whereas
the bend loss curve at the bend orientation of 90° is highest, e.g. at
bend radius of 20 cm, the bend loss is 2.4 dB/m and 12.7 dB/m at bend
orientation of 30° and 90° respectively. The bend loss of the present
structure is comparable to the previously designed and fabricated
LCFs with single core or seven-cell core [19–21].

The intensity profiles of the corresponding fundamental mode are
illustrated in Fig. 6. It can clearly be seen that the mode is shifted
towards the bending orientation.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have investigated the effective single mode
behavior and the bend characteristics of the all-glass LCF having a
triangular core. We found that the LCFs can achieve LMA larger than
1400 μm2, effective single mode operation and low bend loss. The
designed LCF structure has no intrinsic birefringence due to the
threefold symmetry.
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